
30 killed in triple 
suicide bombing 
in North Nigeria
KANO: Thirty people were killed late Sunday in a
triple suicide bombing in northeast Nigeria, emer-
gency services reported, in an attack bearing the
hallmarks of the Boko Haram jihadist group. Three
bombers detonated their explosives outside a hall in
Konduga, 38 kilometers from the Borno state capital
Maiduguri, where football fans were watching a
match on TV. “The death toll from the attack has so
far increased to 30. 

We have over 40 people injured,” Usman
Kachalla, head of operations at the State Emergency
Management Agency (SEMA), said yesterday. An
earlier toll from the blasts, the bloodiest in months,
gave 17 dead and 17 wounded. The attack happened
around 9:00 pm, Ali Hassan, the leader of a self-
defense group in the town, said. The owner of hall
prevented one of the bombers from entering the
packed venue. “There was a heated argument
between the operator and the bomber who blew
himself up,” Hassan said by phone.

Two other bombers who had mingled among the
crowd at a tea stall nearby also detonated their sui-
cide vests. Hassan said most of the victims were
from outside the soccer viewing centre. “Nine peo-
ple died on the spot, including the operator, and 48
were injured,” Hassan said. Kachala said the high
number of fatalities was because emergency
responders had been unable to reach the site of the
blast quickly. Nor were they equipped to deal with
large numbers of wounded.

“Lack of an appropriate health facility to handle
such huge emergency situation and the delay in
obtaining security clearance to enable us deploy
from Maiduguri in good time led to the high death
toll,” he said. Witnesses also said inadequate facili-

ties and lack of drugs contributed to the high death
toll. “The people that are currently dying is because
of lack of hospital: because some have passed the
night bleeding.... even the doctors are complaining
that there is no drug,” said witness Garba Abdullahi.

There was no immediate claim of responsibility,
but the attack bore the imprint of Boko Haram,
which has led a decade-long campaign to establish
a hardline Islamic state in northeast Nigeria. The last
suicide attack was in April this year when two
female suicide bombers blew themselves up outside
the garrison town of Monguno, killing a soldier and
a vigilante and injuring another soldier.

Konduga has been repeatedly targeted by sui-
cide bombers from a Boko Haram faction loyal to
longtime leader Abubakar Shekau. The faction typi-
cally carries out suicide attacks against soft civilian
targets such as mosques, markets and bus stations,

often using young women and girls as bombers.
The jihadists are believed to sneak into the town

from the group’s haven in nearby Sambisa forest.
Eight worshippers were killed when a suicide
bomber attacked a mosque in the town last July.

Bloody jihad
Boko Haram insurgency has claimed 27,000 lives

and forced some two million to flee their homes. The
violence has spilled into neighboring Niger, Chad
and Cameroon, prompting the formation of a region-
al military coalition to battle the insurgents. Nigerian
President Muhammadu Buhari, who was re-elected
in February, is facing mounting demands to boost
security. The nation of 200 million, the most popu-
lous in Africa, is grappling with violence between
herder and farmer communities in its fertile central
region in addition to the jihadists’ revolt. — AFP 
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ARAK: Photo shows a heavy water plant in Arak, 320 kms southwest of the Iranian capital Tehran. Iran’s atomic energy organization spokesman Behrouz Kamalvandi said at a press conference yesterday, the Islamic republic will surpass from
June 27 its uranium stockpile limit set under the nuclear deal with world powers, turning up the pressure after the US walked away from the landmark pact last year. — AFP 

STOCKHOLM: The overall number of nuclear war-
heads in the world has declined in the past year but
nations are modernizing their arsenals, a report pub-
lished yesterday said. At the start of 2019, the United
States, Russia, Britain, France, China, India, Pakistan,
Israel and North Korea had a total of some 13,865
nuclear weapons, according to estimates in a new
report by the Stockholm International Peace Research
Institute (SIPRI).

That represents a decrease of 600 nuclear weapons
compared to the start of 2018. But at the same time all
nuclear weapon-possessing countries are modernizing
these arms - and China, India and Pakistan are also
increasing the size of their arsenals. “The world is see-
ing fewer but newer weapons,” Shannon Kile, director
of the SIPRI Nuclear Arms Control Program and one of
the report’s authors said. 

The drop in recent years can mainly be attributed
to the US and Russia, whose combined arsenals still
make up more than 90 percent of the world’s nuclear
weapons. This is in part due to the countries fulfill-
ing their obligations under the New START treaty-
which puts a cap on the number of deployed war-
heads and was signed by the US and Russia in 2010

- as well as getting rid of obsolete warheads from
the Cold War era.

The START treaty is however due to expire in 2021,
which Kile said was worrying since there are currently
“no serious discussions underway about extending it”.
Next year the treaty on the
Non-Proliferation of Nuclear
Weapons (NPT) - considered
the cornerstone of the world’s
nuclear order-turns 50. The
number of nuclear arms has
been drastically reduced
since a peak in the mid-1980s
when there were some
70,000 nuclear warheads in
the world.

Changing doctrines
While Kile said progress should not be underesti-

mated, he also noted a number of worrying trends, such
as the build-up of nuclear arms on both sides of the
border between India and Pakistan, and the danger of a
conventional conflict escalating to a nuclear one. There
is also a more general trend towards an “increased

salience” of nuclear weapons, where changing strategic
doctrines, particularly in the US, are giving nuclear
weapons an expanded role in both military operations
and national security dialogue, Kile said. 

“I think the trend is moving away from where we
were five years ago, where the
world’s nuclear weapons were
being marginalized,” Kile said.
Former UN chief Ban Ki-
moon recently urged nuclear
powers to “get serious” about
disarmament and warned
there was a “very real risk”
that decades of work on inter-
national arms control could
collapse following the US
pullout of the Iran nuclear
deal, which he said sent the

wrong signal to North Korea. 
Global disarmament efforts also suffered a blow

when the United States announced in February it would
withdraw from the Intermediate-Range Nuclear Forces
(INF) treaty, prompting Russia to say it would also sus-
pend its participation.

Blasts cause quake 
Meanwhile, two explosions detonated to crush

rocks in northeast China caused a small earthquake
near the North Korean border yesterday, local
authorities said. The 1.3-magnitude quake with a
zero-meter depth occurred at 19:38 pm in Hunchun
city in northeastern Jilin province, according to the
China Earthquake Networks Center. The explosions
were set off by Jilin Longye Blasting Company due to
the “manufacturing needs” of the rock-crushing facil-
ity, said the Hunchun city government through its
official Twitter-like Weibo. 

There were no casualties after the blasts and no
buildings were damaged, they said, adding that the
details of the situation are “currently being verified.”
Earthquakes at the border can raise alarm due to
nuclear tests in North Korea that have caused tremors
in China in the past. Yesterday’s earthquake was
reported less than an hour after news broke about
Chinese President Xi Jinping’s upcoming trip to
Pyongyang. In September 2017, a test conducted at
North Korea’s nuclear site at Punggye-ri triggered a
6.3-magnitude earthquake that was felt across China’s
northern border. —Agencies 
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KONDUGA: A victim of a triple suicide bombing is attended by a health official in Konduga, 38 kilometers
from the Borno state capital Maiduguri, northeast Nigeria yesterday. — AFP 

Iraq looking at 
options in case 
oil route is cut
BAGHDAD: Iraq is looking at contingency plans in case
spiraling US-Iran tensions cut off its oil exports through
the Gulf, a ministry spokesman said yesterday, as
observers warned a rupture would be “disastrous”. The
US has accused Iran of attacking two oil tankers last week
in the Gulf of Oman, sparking concerns that global ship-
ments through the key waterway could be threatened. 

Iraq, the second-largest oil producer among the
Organization of the Petroleum Exporting Countries
(OPEC), is drawing up an action plan in case of further
escalation, according to oil ministry spokesman Assem
Jihad. “There is no replacement for the southern port and
our other alternatives are limited. It’s a source of anxiety
for the global oil market,” Jihad said yesterday. 

Lawmakers have also called for an emergency session
with Iraq’s ministers of oil, trade, planning and transport
to “prepare to confront the possible dangers”. A third of
the world’s seaborne oil supply passes through the Strait
of Hormuz, a narrow channel bordered to the north by
Iran that links the Gulf with the Gulf of Oman. Iran has
repeatedly threatened to block the passage in the event
of a conflict with the US, but Secretary of State Mike
Pompeo vowed Sunday that Washington would guaran-
tee continued shipments through it. 

The channel is vital for Iraq. In May, federal authorities
used the southern Basra terminal to export 3.4 million
bpd compared to just 100,000 bpd from the northern
Ceyhan terminal through Turkey, according to the Iraq
Oil Report.  “A vast majority of our oil is exported
through this crossing. If there are clashes between boats
or (over) oil, we’ll be hurt,” said Mudher Saleh, financial
adviser to Iraqi premier Adel Abdel Mahdi. “It would be a
disaster for Iraq.”  — AFP 


